We give a common framework for the classification of projective spin irreducible representations of a Weyl group, modeled after the Springer correspondence for ordinary representations.
Introduction
Let F ¼ ðV ; R; V 4 ; R 4 Þ be a semisimple crystallographic R-root system (see §2) with Weyl group W and a choice of positive roots R þ . Assume that V is endowed with a W -invariant inner product h ; i, and define the dual inner product on V 4 , denoted by h ; i as well. The Weyl group W is a finite subgroup of OðV Þ and therefore, one can consider the double coverW W of W in PinðV Þ, a double cover of OðV Þ. A classical problem is to classify the irreducible genuineW W -representations (i.e., the representations that do not factor through W ). This is known case by case, and goes back to Schur ([21] ), in the case ofS S n , and was completed about 30 years ago for the other root systems by Morris, Read, Stembridge and others (see [16] , [17] , [19] , [24] and the references therein). In this paper, we attempt to unify these classifications in a common framework, based on Springer theory ( [23] , [13] ) for ordinary W -representations. Our point of view is motivated by the construction of the Dirac operator for graded a‰ne Hecke algebras ( [1] ).
The groupW W is generated by certain elementss s a of order 4, a A R þ , with relations similar to the Coxeter presentation of W (see §2.4). Let a a A R 4 denote the coroot corresponding to the root a A R. The starting observation is the existence of a remarkable central element WW W A C½W W (see §2.6):
j a aj j b bjs s as s b ; ð1:0:1Þ this element, rather surprisingly, behaves like an analogue of the Casimir element for a Lie algebra. Every irreducibleW W -representations s acts by a scalars sðWW W Þ on WW W . For example, W W has one (when dim V is even) and two (when dim V is odd) distinguished irreducible representations, which we call spin modules ( §2.3). If S is one such spin module, then SðWW W Þ ¼ h2 r r; 2 r ri, where r r ¼ 1 2
Before stating the main result, we need to introduce more notation. Let g be the complex semisimple Lie algebra with root system F and Cartan subalgebra h ¼ V 4 n R C, and let G be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Extend the inner product from V 4 to h. Let us denote by TðGÞ the set of G-conjugacy classes of Jacobson-Morozov triples ðe; h; f Þ in g. We set:
T 0 ðGÞ ¼ f½ðe; h; f Þ A TðGÞ : the centralizer of fe; h; f g ð1:0:2Þ in g is a toral subalgebrag: For example, if G ¼ SLðnÞ, the nilpotent elements e that occur in T 0 ðGÞ are those whose Jordan canonical form has all parts distinct. In general, every distinguished nilpotent element e (in the sense of Bala-Carter [5] ) appears in T 0 ðGÞ.
For every class in TðGÞ, we may (and will) choose a representative ðe; h; f Þ such that h A h. For every nilpotent element e, let AðeÞ denote the A-group in G, and let d AðeÞ AðeÞ 0 denote the set of representations of AðeÞ of Springer type. For every f A d AðeÞ AðeÞ 0 , let s ðe; fÞ be the associated Springer representation (see §3.2). Normalize the Springer correspondence so that s 0; triv ¼ sgn.
There is an equivalence relation @ on the spaceŴ W W W gen of genuine irreduciblẽ W W -representations:s s @s s n sgn; here, sgn is the sign W -representation. where WW W is as in (1.0.1).
(2) Let ðe; h; f Þ A T 0 ðGÞ be given. For every Springer representation s ðe; fÞ , f A d AðeÞ AðeÞ 0 , and every spinW W -module S, there existss s A C À1 ½ðe; h; f Þ such thats s appears with nonzero multiplicity in the tensor product s ðe; fÞ n S. Conversely, for everys s A C À1 ½ðe; h; f Þ, there exists a spinW W -module S and a Springer representation s ðe; fÞ , such thats s is contained in s ðe; fÞ n S.
(3) If e is distinguished, then properties (1) and (2) above determine a bijection:
AðeÞ AðeÞ 0 g: ð1:0:5Þ Since trivðWW W Þ ¼ sgnðWW W Þ, Theorem 1.0.1(1) says in particular that any two associate genuineW W -typess s 1 @s s 2 lie in the same fiber of C. This is why we need to quotient by @ in (1.0.5). It is natural to ask if one could reformulate (2) in the theorem so that a bijection like (1.0.5) (with certain appropriate quotients in the right-hand side) holds for nondistinguished e A N 0 ðgÞ. This is almost always the case, but there are counterexamples, e.g., Remark 3.9.1.
We should make clear that while the main result may appear close to a Springer type classification forW W , we do not provide here a geometric construction for genuine representations ofW W . As we explain in §3, this classification fits in the setting of elliptic representation theory of W (Reeder [20] ) andW W , and its connection with nilpotent orbits. A di¤erent relation, between elliptic conjugacy classes in W and a family of nilpotent orbits (''basic'') is presented in a recent paper by Lusztig [14] .
There are two directions in which one can generalize Theorem 1.0.1. Firstly, it is apparent that one can extend these results to the generalized Springer correspondence ( [13] ), by using a Casimir element WW W ; c for an appropriate parameter function c : R þ ! Z. We present the details in §3.10, the main result being Theorem 3.10.3, which is the exact analogue of Theorem 1.0.1.
Secondly, an analogous correspondence should hold, even in the absence of nilpotent orbits, for non-crystallographic root systems, and more generally, for complex reflection groups. There, one should be able to substitute the nilpotent orbits and Springer representations in the right-hand side of the correspondence in Theorem 1.0.1, with the space of elliptic tempered modules (in the sense of [20] , [18] ) for the corresponding graded Hecke algebra and their ''lowest W -types''. This problem will be considered elsewhere. 
leave R and R 4 invariant, respectively. Let W be the subgroup of GLðV Þ (respectively GLðV 4 Þ) generated by fs a : a A Rg.
We will assume that the root system F is reduced, meaning that a A R implies 2a B R, and crystallographic, meaning that ða; a a 0 Þ A Z for all a A R; a a 0 A R 4 . We also assume that R generates V . We will fix a choice of simple roots P H R, and consequently, positive roots R þ and positive coroots R 4; þ . Often, we will write a > 0 or a < 0 in place of a A R þ or a A ðÀR þ Þ, respectively.
We fix a W -invariant inner product h ; i on V . Denote also by h ; i the dual inner product on V 4 . If v is a vector in V or V 4 , we denote jvj :¼ hv; vi 1=2 .
The Cli¤ord algebra.
A classical reference for the Cli¤ord algebra is [6] (see also [3] , Section II.6). Denote by CðV Þ the Cli¤ord algebra defined by V and the inner product h ; i. More precisely, CðV Þ is the quotient of the tensor algebra of V by the ideal generated by
Equivalently, CðV Þ is the associative algebra with unit generated by V with relations:
Let OðV Þ denote the group of orthogonal transformation of V with respect to h ; i. This acts by algebra automorphisms on CðV Þ, and the action of À1 A OðV Þ induces a grading CðV Þ ¼ CðV Þ even þ CðV Þ odd : ð2:2:2Þ
Let e be the automorphism of CðV Þ which is þ1 on CðV Þ even and À1 on CðV Þ odd . Let t be the transpose automorphism of CðV Þ characterized by
The Pin group is
It sits in a short exact sequence
where the projection p is given by pðaÞðoÞ ¼ eðaÞoa À1 .
2.3. The spin modules S. If dim V is even, the Cli¤ord algebra CðV Þ has a unique (up to equivalence) complex simple module ðg; SÞ of CðV Þ, of dimension 2 dim V =2 , endowed with a positive definite Hermitian form h ; i S such that hgðaÞs; s 0 i S ¼ hs; gða t Þs 0 i S ; for all a A CðV Þ and s; s 0 A S: ð2:3:1Þ
When dim V is odd, there are two simple inequivalent unitary modules ðg þ ; S þ Þ, ðg À ; S À Þ of dimension 2 ½dim V =2 . In order to simplify the formulation of the results, we will often refer to any one of S, S þ , S À , as a spin module. When there is no possibility of confusion, we may also denote by S any one of S þ or S À , in order to state results in a uniform way. Via (2.2.4), a spin module S is an irreducible unitary PinðV Þ representation. It is well known (e.g., [3] , Section II.6) that as PinðV Þ-representations, we have
when dim V is even; 
We call a representations s ofW W genuine (resp. non-genuine) if s sðzÞ ¼ À1 (resp.s sðzÞ ¼ 1). The non-genuineW W -representations are the ones that factor through W . We say that two genuineW W -types s 1 , s 2 are associate if s 1 G s 2 n sgn. The equality holds because the contributions in the second sum of the pairs fa; bg and fs a ðbÞ; ag cancel out, whenever s a ðbÞ > 0. If c 1 1, we write WW W for WW W ; 1 .
Via the embedding t, we can regard
If C w is the W -conjugacy class of w A W , then there are two possibilities for p À1 ðC w Þ HW W :
One sees that if w ¼ s a s b , then the second case holds ( [17] ). This implies that we have
In particular, everys s AŴ W W W acts on WW W ; c by a scalar, which we denote bys sðWW W ; c Þ.
We will refer to WW W as the Casimir element ofW W . The justification for the name is given by Theorem 1.0.1 (1) . As a hint towards this result, let us recall (e.g., [17] , p. 562) that tr S ðs a s b Þ ¼ jcosða; bÞj dim S; a; b A R þ ; ð2:6:3Þ for a spin module S. This means that we have
h a a; b bi ¼ h2 r r; 2 r ri; ð2:6:4Þ
3.W W-types
In this section, we prove our main results, Theorems 1.0.1 and 3.10.3. Before that, we recall certain elements from the theory of elliptic representations of a finite group. While these elements are not necessary for proving Theorems 1.0.1 and 3.10.3, they are useful for setting our result in the appropriate context.
For a finite group G, let RðGÞ denote the representation theory ring of G, and letĜ G denote the set of irreducible representations of G.
3.1. Elliptic representations of a finite group. The reference for most of the results in this and the next subsection is [20] . Assume first that G is an arbitrary finite subgroup of GLðV Þ. An element g A G is called elliptic (or anisotropic) if V g ¼ 0. Let G ell denote the set of elliptic elements in G. This is closed under conjugation by G. Let L be the set of subgroups L L G, such that V L 3 0. For every L A L, let Ind G L : RðLÞ ! RðGÞ be the induction map, and denote [20] shows, in particular, that the radical of e G is precisely R ind ðGÞ, and thus e G induces a nondegenerate bilinear form on RðGÞ. Moreover, if C ell ðGÞ denotes the set of G-conjugacy classes in G ell , we have dim RðGÞ ¼ jC ell ðGÞj: ð3:1:4Þ is well-defined and preserves e G .
Elliptic representations of W.
We specialize to G ¼ W here acting on the reflection representation V ; [20] analyzes the relation between RðW Þ and Springer representations.
Let g be the complex Lie algebra determined by the root system F, and let G be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. For every x A g, let Z G ðxÞ denote the centralizer of x in G, and let Z G ðxÞ 0 be the identity component. Define the A-group of x in G to be the quotient
where ZðGÞ is the center of G.
Specialize to the case when x A NðgÞ, the set of nilpotent elements of g. By the Jacobson-Morozov theorem, there exists a Lie algebra homomorphism k : slð2; CÞ ! g such that k 0 1 0 0 ¼ e. Let s 0 be the semisimple part of the Lie algebra of a maximal torus in Z G À k À slð2; CÞ ÁÁ . As explained in [20] , §3.2, the group AðeÞ acts naturally on s 0 , i.e., AðeÞ H GLðs 0 Þ, and therefore we may define R À AðeÞ Á with respect to this action.
An element e A NðgÞ is called distinguished if Z G ðeÞ contains no nontrivial torus. An element e A NðgÞ is called quasi-distinguished if there exists a semisimple element t A Z G ðeÞ such that t expðeÞ centralizes no nontrivial torus in G. In particular, every distinguished e is quasi-distinguished with t ¼ 1. The dimension of the second space is as follows, see [4] and [20] , §3.1:
B n : the number of partitions of n; D n : the number of partitions of n with even number of parts; G 2 : 3; F 4 : 9; E 6 : 5; E 7 : 12; E 8 : 30: ð3:3:4Þ
Sinces sðzÞ ¼ À1 for every genuineW W -types s, it is clear that if C w B C 0 ðW Þ, then trs s ðw wÞ ¼ 0, for allw w A p À1 ðC w Þ and all genuineW W -typess s. (2) If dim V is odd, then tr S ðw wÞ 3 0 if det V À 1 À pðw wÞ Á 3 0 (i.e., ifw w is elliptic). In particular, C 0 ell ðW Þ ¼ C ell ðW Þ in this case.
Proof. If dim V is even, and S is the spin module, we see by (2.3.2) that
and this proves (1) . If dim V is odd, and S þ , S À are the two spin modules, (2.3.2) implies that
Since S þ and S À are associate, tr S þ ÀS À ðw wÞ 3 0 implies tr S Gðw wÞ 3 0, and this proves (2) . r Remark 3.3.2. In type A nÀ1 , there is a single elliptic conjugacy class, consisting of the n-cycles in S n , and it is easy to check directly that it splits inS S n . [19] , Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 6.4, for B n and D n respectively, and [16] , Sections 6-9, for the exceptional groups, show that if dim V is even, the split elliptic conjugacy classes are precisely the ones on which S does not vanish. In terms of the classification of elliptic elements of W from Carter [4] , when dim V is even, the set C 0 ell ðW Þ 3 C ell ðW Þ is explicitly as follows:
(1) in type B 2n , the elliptic conjugacy classes corresponding to partitions of 2n with only even parts;
(2) in type D 2n , the elliptic conjugacy classes corresponding to partitions of 2n with only even parts, or partitions with only odd parts and multiplicity one; we may identify R red gen ðW W Þ with the image of x, i.e., with the subspace of R gen ðW W Þ spanned by fs s n sgn þ ðÀ1Þ dim Vs s 3 0 :s s AŴ W W W = @ g (here we think ofŴ W W W = @ as a system of representatives for the symmetry classes). This shows that dim R red gen ðW W Þ ¼ jŴ W W W = @ j when dim V is even, and jŴ W W W = @ j À jfs s AŴ W W W :s s n sgn Gs sgj when dim V is odd. From [16] , [19] , [21] , we see that the dimension of jŴ W W W = @ j equals:
A nÀ1 : the number of partitions of n into distinct parts; B n : the number of partitions of n; D n : the number of equivalence classes of partitions of n under transposition; When dim V is even, a similar construction exists, but instead ofW W , one needs to consider W W even ¼ fw w AW W : sgnðw wÞ ¼ 1g. This fits naturally with the theory of the Dirac index for graded Hecke algebras and it is considered in [10] .
3.5. The classification ofW W-types. The rest of the section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.0.1.
By the Jacobson-Morozov theorem, we know that there is a one-to-one correspondence between G-orbits of nilpotent elements in g, and the set TðGÞ of G-conjugacy classes of Lie triples in g: This definition of T 0 ðGÞ agrees with the one from the introduction by Proposition 2.4 in [2] . Every quasi-distinguished nilpotent element is in N 0 ðgÞ, but in types A, D, E 6 , not all e A N 0 ðgÞ are quasi-distinguished in the sense of Definition 3.2.1. For example, in slðnÞ, the only quasi-distinguished nilpotent orbit is the regular orbit, but N 0 ðgÞ contains every orbit whose Jordan form has all blocks of distinct sizes.
3.6. Type A. We begin the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. This is a case-by-case verification, combinatorially for classical root systems, and a direct computation for exceptional.
The starting point is type A nÀ1 ,W W n ¼S S n . Let PðnÞ be the set of all partitions of n, and let DPðnÞ be the set of distinct partitions. If l ¼ ðl 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l m Þ is a partition of n, written in decreasing order, we denote the length of l by lðlÞ ¼ m. We say that l is even (resp. odd) if n À lðlÞ is even (resp. odd).
It is well known that every partition l parameterizes a unique S n -type s l , and this gives a one-to-one correspondence between PðnÞ andŜ S n . The first part of Theorem 1.0.1 forS S n is a classical result of Schur.
Theorem 3.6.1 ([21] ). There exists a one-to-one correspondence c S S n = @ $ DPðnÞ:
For every even l A DPðnÞ, there exists a uniques s l A c S S n , and for every odd l A DPðnÞ, there exist two associates s þ l ;s s À l A c S S n . The dimension ofs s l ors s G l is
Notice that DPðnÞ precisely parameterizes the set of quasi-distinguished orbits in type A nÀ1 (the only local systems of Springer type are the trivial ones here).
In order to simplify the formulas below, we writes s l :¼s s þ l ls s À l , if l is an odd partition in DPðnÞ.
The decomposition of the tensor product of an S n -type s m with the spin representation S ¼s s ðnÞ is well known (see [24] , §9.3, for example). If l 3 ðnÞ (this case has been covered by §2.5 already), we have dim HomS S n ½s s l ; s m ns s ðnÞ ¼ 1 e l e ðnÞ 2 lðlÞÀ1 2 g l; m ; ð3:6:2Þ
where e l ¼ 1 (resp. e l ¼ ffiffi ffi 2 p ) if l is even (resp. odd), and g l; m are certain Kostka type numbers ( [24] , §9.3). In particular, g l; l 3 0, and this proves (2) in Theorem 1.0.1.
In order to verify claim (1) of Theorem 1.0.1, we need a formula for the character ofs s l on the conjugacy class represented by the cycle ð123Þ inS S n . This may be well known, but I could not find a reference, so I include a combinatorial proof. Lemma 3.6.2. If l ¼ ðl 1 ; . . . ; l m Þ is a partition in DPðnÞ, n f 3, then we have
where C S n ð123Þ denotes the conjugacy class of the cycle ð123Þ inS S n .
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. One can immediately verify this for n ¼ 3, and let us assume it holds for n À 1. By restriction toS S nÀ1 , one has
where l i ¼ ðl 1 ; . . . ; l i À 1; . . . ; l m Þ. One discards l i if it is not in DPðn À 1Þ. Using the induction hypothesis, and the ratios jC S n ð123Þ j jC S nÀ1 ð123Þ j
an elementary calculation leads to the following curious identity that we need to verify:
l i l j : ð3:6:4Þ
A similar identity arises when one proves Schur's dimension formula by induction ( [12] , Proposition 10.4). We consider the function
which has the expansion
. Notice that the coe‰cient of x À2 in the Laurent expansion of the right-hand side of (3.6.6) is precisely ðÀ2Þ times the left-hand side of (3.6.4). Then one verifies (3.6.4) easily, by computing the coe‰cient of x À2 in the Laurent expansion of (3.6.5). r
Using the formula in Lemma 3.6.2, we immediately check that
Here, for simplicity, we assumed that the roots of type A nÀ1 are the standard ones. A middle element h of a Lie triple for the nilpotent orbit indexed by the partition l is, in coordinates, À Àðl 1 À 1Þ; . . . ; ðl 1 À 1Þ; . . . ; Àðl m À 1Þ; . . . ; ðl m À 1Þ Á , and now claim (1) in Theorem 1.0.1 is established.
3.7.
Types B, C. The nilpotent orbits in spð2nÞ and soðmÞ are parameterized (via an analogue of the Jordan canonical form) by partitions of 2n (resp. m), where the odd (resp. even) parts occur with even multiplicity. Such an orbit is in N 0 À spð2nÞ Á (resp. N 0 À soðmÞ Á if and only if the associated partition has only even (resp. odd) parts, and all parts have multiplicity at most 2.
Let W n denote the Weyl group of type B n =C n . The group W n is a semidirect product W n ¼ S n z ðZ=2ZÞ n , and therefore, as it is well known, its representations are obtained by Mackey theory. More precisely, let w k ¼ ðtriv n Á Á Á n trivÞ nÀk n ðsgn n Á Á Á n sgnÞ k be a character of ðZ=2ZÞ n , and let S nÀk Â S k be the isotropy group of w k in S n . For every partitions l of n À k and m of k, one constructs an irreducible W n representation s ðl; mÞ as s ðl; mÞ ¼ Ind W n S nÀk ÂS k ÂðZ=2ZÞ n ðs l n s m n w k Þ: ð3:7:1Þ
This gives a bijectionŴ W n $ BPðnÞ; s ðl; mÞ $ ðl; mÞ; ð3:7:2Þ
where BPðnÞ is the set of bipartitions of n. In particular, in this notation, if l A PðnÞ, the representation s ðl; jÞ is obtained from the S n -type s l , by letting the simple reflections of W n not in S n act by the identity.
LetW W n denote the spin cover of W n . The genuine representations ofW W n were classified by [19] , starting with the classification forS S n -types. 1 ([19] , Theorem 5.1). There is a one-to-one correspondence d ðW W n Þ ðW W n Þ gen = @ $ PðnÞ:
For every l A PðnÞ, there exist (1) one irreducibleW W n -types s l ¼ s ðl; jÞ n S, if n is even;
(2) two associateW W n -typess s G l ¼ s ðl; jÞ n S G , if n is odd.
This realization is very convenient for computing the character ofs s l (and similarlỹ s s G l ). Using the character of S and the characters of type A nÀ1 , we immediately see that where p k ðlÞ is the sum of k powers of the content of l.
The formula fors s l ðWW W Þ becomes very explicit. Assume for simplicity of notation that we take the standard Bourbaki coordinates for roots for type B and C. Set where p 2 ðl þ eÞ denotes the sum of squares of the e-content of l, i.e., the content of the ði; jÞ-box is j À i þ e.
The set of all contents of l þ e (with repetitions) represents the coordinates of one half of the middle element of a nilpotent orbit O l; e in soð2n þ 1Þ (if e ¼ 1), respectively spð2nÞ (if e ¼ 1=2). Moreover, the nilpotent orbit lies in fact in N 0 ðgÞ. (See [9] , §4.4, for the combinatorics needed to verify this claim.)
The following algorithm (due to Slooten) attaches to each partition l with content l þ e a set of bipartitions. All the W n -types parameterized by these bipartitions are Springer representations for the nilpotent orbit O l; e . This can be seen by comparing Slooten's algorithm with Lusztig's algorithm with S-symbols for the Springer correspondence ( [9] , §4.4). Moreover, the relation between this algorithm and the elliptic representation theory of W (via the elliptic representation theory of the graded a‰ne Hecke algebra attached to F) is part of [8] .
Algorithm ( [22] ). Start with an empty bipartition ðm; m 0 Þ, m ¼ j, m 0 ¼ j. Locate the largest content in absolute value in l þ e. This could appear in the last box of the first row or the last box of the first column. Assume first that these two entries are distinct. If the largest content is in the first row, remove the row from l and put its length in m. If the largest content is in the first column, remove the column from l and put its length in m 0 . Continue with the remaining (smaller) partition.
If at this step there was an ambiguity, namely the largest entry in absolute value appeared twice, start two cases, and proceed in each one of them separately as above.
If at the last step, we are left with a single box, treat it as a row if its content is nonnegative, and as a column if its content is negative.
It is apparent that the number of W -types that the algorithm returns is always a power of 2. Moreover, it is known that the algorithm returns a unique W n -type if and only if the associated nilpotent orbit is distinguished. Let s ð m; m 0 Þ be one of the W n -types returned by the algorithm. It remains to check that the multiplicity ofs s l in s ð m; m 0 Þ n S is nonzero (claim (2) of Theorem 1.0.1). We have HomW W ½s s l ; s ð m; m 0 Þ n S ¼ HomW W ½s ðl; jÞ n S; s ð m; m 0 Þ n S ð3:7:7Þ ¼ Hom W ½ V Á V ; s ðl; jÞ n s ð m; m 0 Þ :
In bipartition notation, we have V k V ¼ s ððnÀkÞ; ð1 k ÞÞ . We claim that V k V , where k ¼ jmj, occurs in s ðl; jÞ n s ðm; m 0 Þ . To see this, notice that (3.7.1) implies s ðl; jÞ n s ððnÀkÞ; ð1 k ÞÞ ¼ s ðl; jÞ n Ind W n S nÀk ÂS k ÂðZ=2ZÞ n À triv n sgn n ðtriv nÀk n sgn k Þ Á ¼ Ind W n S nÀk ÂS k ÂðZ=2ZÞ n À s l j S nÀk ÂS k n ðtriv n sgnÞ n ðtriv nÀk n sgn k Þ Á :
From the construction of m (using the rows of l) and m 0 (using the columns of l), and the induction/restriction rules in S n , we have
where m 0t denotes the transpose partition of m 0 . Since s m 0 t ¼ s m 0 n sgn, as S k -representations, the claim follows by applying (3.7.1) again.
3.8. Type D. Let W ðD n Þ denote the Weyl group of type D n . This is a subgroup of W n of index 2. An irreducible W n -representation s ðl; mÞ restricts to a representation of W ðD n Þ which is:
Moreover, s ðl; mÞ and s ð m; lÞ , l 3 m, restrict to the same W ðD n Þ-representation. In our case, the only W ðD n Þ-types that we consider are those associated via Springer's correspondence with nilpotent orbits in N 0 ðD n Þ. In the Jordan form partition notation ( [5] ), these are the orbits indexed by partitions of 2n where all parts are odd and appear with multiplicity at most 2. It turns out that for every Springer representation attached to one of these orbits, the bipartition ðl; mÞ has the property that l 3 m.
The classification of d W W ðD n Þ W W ðD n Þ gen is obtained from Theorem 3.7.1. We define the equivalence relation @ on PðnÞ : l @ l t . This is the combinatorial equivalent of the relation @ on S S n : s l @ s l n sgn ¼ s l t . 1 ([19],  §7,8) . There is a one-to-one correspondence d W W ðD n Þ W W ðD n Þ gen = @ $ PðnÞ= @ :
More precisely, recall the irreducible representations s l of S n ands s l ofW W n . We have:
(1) If n is odd, every irreducible genuineW W n -representations s l restricts to an irreduc-ibleW W ðD n Þ-representation, and this gives a complete set of inequivalent irreducible genuinẽ W W ðD n Þ-representations. Moreover,s s l ands s l t are associate asW W ðD n Þ-representations.
(2) If n is even, and if l ¼ l t , thens s l restricts to a sum of two associate irreduciblẽ W W ðD n Þ-types; if l 3 l t , thens s l restricts to an irreducibleW W ðD n Þ-representation.
The analysis of the map C is now completely analogous to the cases B n =C n . The same formulas and algorithm hold with the convention that e ¼ 0.
3.9. Exceptional root systems. The character tables for exceptionalW W are in [16] . We reorganize them here so that the claims in Theorem 1.0.1 follow. The notation for W W -types is borrowed from [16] . We put a Ã next toW W -type to indicate that it has an asso-ciateW W -type. We use Carter's notation for W -types and nilpotent orbits ( [5] ). In each table, we give the correspondences (1), (2) in Theorem 1.0.1 between genuineW W -types, nilpotent orbits, and Springer representations attached to nilpotent orbits. We also give the traces of the characters of the genuineW W -types on elements of the forms s as s b , where a, b form an A 2 , B 2 , or G 2 . Using these traces and the sizes of the corresponding conjugacy classes (which are listed in [4] ), we computeds sðWW W Þ and verified assertion (1) , s e; ð21Þ , and s e; ð111Þ . Since the rank is even, there is a single spin module S. The fiber C À1 ðeÞ contains threeW W -typess s 1 ,s s 2 ,s s 3 of dimensions 40, 20, 20, respectively. Moreover,s s 2 ands s 3 are associate. We compute that in the decompositions s 1 n S occur all three s e; ð3Þ , s e; ð21Þ , and s e; ð111Þ , while in the decomposition ofs s 2 n S (equivalentlys s 3 n S) only s e; ð21Þ occurs among the three Springer representations.
3.10. The generalized Springer correspondence. The references for the construction of the generalized Springer correspondence, and for the results we need to use are [13] , [15] . Definition 3.10.1. A cuspidal triple for G is a triple ðL; C; LÞ, where L is a Levi subgroup of G, C is a nilpotent L-orbit on the Lie algebra l, and L is an irreducible G-equivariant local system on C which is cuspidal in the sense of [13] , [15] .
Let us fix a cuspidal triple ðL; C; LÞ, such that H H L, and P ¼ LU I B is a parabolic subgroup. Let T H L denote the identity component of the center of L, with Lie algebra t. Write an orthogonal decomposition with respect to h ; i, h ¼ t þ a; here a is a Cartan subalgebra for the semisimple part of l. Let pr C : h ! t ð3:10:1Þ denote the corresponding projection onto t.
Following [15] , §2, we attach to ðL; C; LÞ an R-root system F ¼ ðV ; R; V 4 ; R 4 Þ and a W -invariant function c : R þ ! Z. Let R H t Ã be the reduced part of the root system given by the nonzero weights of adðtÞ on g; it can be identified with the root system of the reductive part of Z G ðxÞ, where x A C. Let V be the R-span of R in t Ã . The Weyl group is
This is a Coxeter group due to the particular form L must have in order to allow a cuspidal local system.
Let R þ be the subset of R for which the corresponding weight space lives in u. The simple roots P ¼ fa i : i A I g correspond to the Levi subgroups L i containing L maximally: a i is the unique element in R þ which is trivial on the center of l i . For every simple a i , cða i Þ f 2 is defined to be the smallest integer such that adðxÞ cða i ÞÀ1 : l i X u ! l i X u is zero: ð3:10:3Þ This is a W -invariant function on P and we extend it to R þ .
The explicit classification of cuspidal triples (when G is simple), along with the corresponding values for the parameters cðaÞ can be found in the tables of [15] , §2.13.
Define R ? ¼ fx A t : aðxÞ ¼ 0; for all a A Rg, and let t 0 be the orthogonal complement of R ? in t. For every a A R, define a a A t to be the unique element of t 0 such that að a aÞ ¼ 2. Let R 4 denote the set of all a a, and let V 4 be the R-span of R 4 in t 0 .
Consider the variety _ g g ¼ fðx; gPÞ A g Â G=P : Adðg À1 Þx A C þ t þ ug; ð3:10:4Þ on which G Â C Â acts via ðg 1 ; lÞ : x 7 ! l À2 Adðg 1 Þx, x A g, and gP 7 ! g 1 gP, g A G. Let pr 1 and pr 2 be the projections of _ g g on the two factors. For every nilpotent element e A g, let P e denote the preimage of feg in _ g g under pr 1 . Via pr 2 , we may make the identification
Let _ L L denote the pull-back of the local system L on C under the G Â C Â -equivariant projection _ g g ! C, ðx; gPÞ 7 ! Adðg À1 Þx.
Let p 1 ðeÞ ¼ Z G ðeÞ=Z G ðeÞ 0 be the fundamental group of G Á e. The hypercohomology with compact support H Á c ðP e ; _ L LÞ carries a p 1 ðeÞ Â W action ( [13] , see also [15] is the generalized Springer correspondence of [13] , and it is a bijection. We normalize it so that s ðe; fÞ ¼ sgn, when e A G Á C (there is a single f that appears in that case). where WW W ; c is as in (2.6.1) and pr C is as in (3.10.1). Proof. Again the proof amounts to verifying the assertions in every case. The interesting cases are when R is of type B n =C n , G 2 , or F 4 .
For type G 2 , the cuspidal local system appears for the Levi subgroup L ¼ 2A 2 in G ¼ E 6 . Assuming that the simple roots of R of type G 2 are a, b with a long and b short, the parameter function is cðaÞ ¼ 1, cðbÞ ¼ 3. To give an explicit formula for WW W ; c , let's normalize a, b such that h a a; a ai ¼ 2 and h b b; b bi ¼ 6. recall that the notation for conjugacy classes is as in [4] . Then one can verify easily part (1) of Theorem 3.10.3.
For type F 4 , the cuspidal local system appears for the Levi subgroup L ¼ ð3A 1 Þ 0 in G ¼ E 7 . Assuming that the simple roots of R of type F 4 are a, b with a short and b long, the parameter function is cðaÞ ¼ 2, cðbÞ ¼ 1. We normalize a, b so that h a a; a ai ¼ 2 and h b b; b bi ¼ 1. The correspondence from Theorem 3.10.3 for G 2 and F 4 is listed in Tables 6 and 7 . The explicit values of pr C ðhÞ in coordinates, for these cases, can be found in [7] , Tables 1  and 2. For types B n and C n , the combinatorics is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. More precisely, assume the notation from Theorem 3.7.1 and the discussion following it. Assume also that the roots of type B n and C n are in the standard Bourbaki coordi- nates. For a partition l of n, viewed as a left justified Young tableau, define the content of the box ði; jÞ with parameters c 1 , c 2 to be the number m c ði; jÞ :¼ c 1 ði À jÞ þ c 2 . Let us denote by p 2 ðl; c 1 ; c 2 Þ the sum of squares of contents of boxes for l and parameters c 1 , c 2 . The same computation as after Theorem 3.7.1 shows that s s l ðWW W ; c Þ ¼ 4p 2 À l; cðe 1 À e 2 Þ; cðe n Þ Á for type B n ; 4p 2 l; cðe 1 À e 2 Þ; 1 2 cð2e n Þ for type C n : 8 > < > : ð3:10:11Þ
Notice thats s l ðWW W ; c Þ for C n is identical withs s l ðWW W ; c Þ for B n if we set cð2e n Þ ¼ 2cðe n Þ. The geometric values of the parameters are as follows ( [15] , §2.13):
(1) g ¼ spð2k þ 2nÞ, l ¼ spð2kÞ l C n , C ¼ ð2; 4; . . . ; 2pÞ l 0, k ¼ pðp þ 1Þ=2, F ¼ B n , cðe 1 À e 2 Þ ¼ 2, cðe n Þ ¼ 2p þ 1;
(2) g ¼ soðk þ 2nÞ, l ¼ soðkÞ l C n , C ¼ ð1; 3; . . . ; 2p þ 1Þ l 0, k ¼ p 2 , F ¼ B n , cðe 1 À e 2 Þ ¼ 2, cðe n Þ ¼ 2p þ 2;
(3) g ¼ soðk þ 4nÞ, l ¼ soðkÞ l slð2Þ n l C n , C ¼ ð1; 5; 9; . . . ; 4p þ 1Þ l ð2Þ n l 0, k ¼ ðp þ 1Þð2p þ 1Þ, cðe 1 À e 2 Þ ¼ 4, cðe n Þ ¼ 4p þ 3;
(4) g ¼ soðk þ 4nÞ, l ¼ soðkÞ l slð2Þ n l C n , C ¼ ð3; 7; 11; . . . ; 4p þ 3Þ l ð2Þ n l 0, k ¼ ðp þ 1Þð2p þ 3Þ, cðe 1 À e 2 Þ ¼ 4, cðe n Þ ¼ 4p þ 5.
For the partition l with content m c ði; jÞ, Slooten's algorithm is the same as in the case c 1 1. Also the analysis of the tensor product decomposition works in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1 for B n and c 1 1. (The argument there only uses Slooten's algorithm and the Weyl group of type B n , and not the parameter function c.) The algorithm giving the nilpotent element e A g from the partition l with content m c ði; jÞ, at geometric values of c, is again very similar to the one in [9] 
